
ROYAL Carribean's latest vessel Quantum of the Seas is a luxurious

floating mega-resort packed with hi-tech treats.

SIPPING cocktails created by a robotic bartender, dining at a choice

of 18 restaurants, cutting shapes in a roller disco and “skydiving”.

Only the barely noticeable swaying under our feet reminded us we

are in the middle of the sea.

It’s easy to forget you’re on the third-biggest, most technologically

advanced cruise ship in the world, which rises 16 storeys out of the

water and is served by 1500 crew.

Even staterooms are futuristic, with some inside cabins offering

“virtual balconies” – flatscreens with real-time views of outside.

Venturing down the rabbit hole with a feast for the senses at every

corner is perhaps a good way to describe Royal Caribbean’s latest

vessel Quantum of the Seas.

It has the aptly named Wonderland restaurant, where chefs invent

elaborate dishes. Staff dressed as Alice in Wonderland characters

serve flash-frozen ice cream on tender pork belly and sriacha eggs in

a plume of smoke.
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If you thought cruising was for retired folk with no sense of
adventure, think again.

Royal Caribbean have pulled out all the stops in their aim to target
new cruisers, luring them with unprecedented levels of technology –
the robot bartenders and high-speed internet – and innovative
activities and entertainment experiences never seen before at sea.

The digital experience begins before guests leave home. They can
check in online, book on-board dining, spa appointments and shore
excursions.

The Quantum-class ship – two more are on order – introduces a set
of first-at-sea experiences, as well as that world-first robot bar.

The Bionic Bar features two drink-slinging robotic arms which take
orders on tablets then draw liquor from bottles hanging above.

They shake, stir and garnish the creations. Unfortunately, there were
teething problems with them while we were there and they were out
of action for periods. But we were able to see them in operation a
couple of times and they were brilliant and funny to watch.

Arriving at Southampton for the media sailing, we didn’t know what
to do first as we entered the huge lobby of the floating mega-resort.
It has an array of Las Vegas-style lounges, bars, shops and
restaurants – selling everything from beer and pizza to champagne
and diamonds.
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There was something to see, hear and touch at every corner and it

was easy to feel overwhelmed as we excitedly investigated the ship.

Waiting staff offered us elaborate canapés from the many restaurants

to showcase their delicacies.

Gone are the days of dining in the same restaurant every night.

“Dynamic dining” is the phrase coined to describe a new world of

culinary exploration.

With no set dinner times or required formal nights, as well as the

open-all hours Windjammer buffet restaurant, guests can choose one

of five complimentary restaurants, from contemporary American to

pan-Asian, or pay a bit extra at Jamie’s Italian and Michael Schwartz’s

gastro pub grub.

We enjoyed steak house Chops Grille on the first night, which offered

delicious, beautifully presented food and fabulous service.

It was hard to say no to the indulgent desserts despite our full

bellies and we found room for three – yes, three – between us at

American Icon Grill on our second night.

One of the highlights of our trip was RipCord by iFly – a thrilling

sky-diving simulator, where you can whoosh up and down a glass

wind tunnel. It was a great 

experience with the only downside that it lasts for just one minute.

Have you ever been on a cruise ship?

Another of the ship’s striking features is the unique North Star, a

jewel-shaped observation capsule suspended from a giant arm that

lifts passengers more than 300ft above sea level. A combination of

long queues and strong winds, which put it out of service a couple of

times, meant it was the only key feature we didn’t get to experience
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Score - 0 of 0

on the trip.

But there was plenty of other things to do. The ship has the largest
indoor active space at sea.

Seaplex is a huge indoor gym which can be converted into a dance
floor, roller disco, bumper car arena or a flying trapeze school, which
was a lot of fun. You can grab a hot dog at the food truck and try
your hand at table tennis, air hockey, foosball and play Xbox with
gamers online.

There’s a climbing wall, a surf simulator or, for those fancying more
relaxation, a five-star spa or one of the many hot tubs on deck.

Lounge Two70˚ is a wonderful place to relax, too, while soaking up
the 270-degree panoramic ocean views through its three-storey
windows and sipping a cocktail.

By night, the space transforms into an entertainment venue fusing
technology with entertainment using robotic video arms, dramatic
digital projection and high-flying aerialists and performers for
cirque-style shows. We watched Royal Caribbean production
Starwater – a visually stunning show, quite unlike anything I have
ever seen before.

Other nightly entertainment included complete West End show
Mamma Mia! as well as the Music Hall – a rocking two-level live
venue, which featured great tribute bands.

Just 24 hours after returning to Southampton, Quantum began its
journey to New York before starting its inaugural season around the
Bahamas and Caribbean. Then it’s off to China.

But the good news is her sister ship, Anthem of the Seas, will be
launched next spring. It will sail out of Southampton, making it a bit
closer to catch from home.
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